Using Ride with GPS

• If you don’t already have one, create a free account for yourself at http://ridewithgps.com

• With a free account, you can do the following:
  – Find existing public routes
  – Print basic cue sheets
  – Export GPS files
  – Create new routes.

• You won’t be able to print the pretty cue sheets. For that you’ll need a paid account.
Finding a Route

• Login to your RWGPS account
• Click the “FIND” tab
• Add filtering criteria
  – Route Author
  – Starting City & Search Radius
  – Keywords
  – Minimum route length
  – Minimum elevation gain
• Click “SHOW ME THE RIDES”
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Entering Your Search

• Use our starting points (Berea or Olmsted Falls)
• Use anything that might appear in the route title as a keyword. Many of our routes start with “LEW”. Experiment.
• You can also use the route author as a keyword. LEWAdmin is the club account.
• You can sort the results a variety of ways. Just click the arrows in the sort box.
## Sample Search

### LEW WEDNESDAY SOUTH WIND #3
- Location: Berea, OH, US
- Distance: 28.9 mi
- Elevation: 624 ft
- Created by: LEWAdmin on 11/5/2014

### LEW HUDSON-BONNIEPARK
- Location: Strongsville, OH, US
- Distance: 30.4 mi
- Elevation: 2,275 ft
- Created by: TimNew on 10/5/2014

### LEW WEDNESDAY WW 10, 27 MILES
- Location: Berea, OH, US
- Distance: 27.9 mi
- Elevation: 397 ft
- Created by: LEWAdmin on 10/29/2014

### LEW-THURSDAY #14
- Location: Olmsted Falls, OH, US
- Distance: 25.8 mi
- Elevation: 383 ft
- Created by: LEWAdmin on 10/27/2014